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URGENT APPEAL, BEN NEEDS YOUR HELP

Please create an upload a video to your 
youtube channel about how the Elevation 
magazine and Ish Buckingham are bullying 
Ben.  Make sure you mention Elevation 
magazine and Ish Buckingham in the title so 
people will see what is going on when they 
search google.

Ish Buckingham is a complete bully 
trying to ruin the lives of people he 
doesn’t agree with.  Please join in the 
fight against him.  Don’t sit back and 
allow his disgusting behaviour to 
continue.

Ish Buckingham and the team at elevation magazine have been trying to take 
Ben's videos down! Their behaviour has been downright bullying.  The way they 
are acting is completely unprofessional, and after this I have no idea how anybody 
could possible take them seriously. They are doing this completely behind Ben’s 
back.  They never once contacted Ben.  They are acting in the most nasty way 
possible, and are being complete cowards trying to get people to flag Ben’s videos 
from the safety of their office.  Ish Buckingham is no different to the worst kind of 
School bully

The minors in Ben's video’s are very safe on top lifts and take everything very 
seriously. Even though the rest of the video seems very unserious as soon the 
outer lift doors are opened everything is taken very seriously to insure that know 
one is hurt. Ben is perfectly capable of surfing lifts and any children with him are 
completely safe at all times.

They have also been saying that Ben's video are going to encourage people to go 
try lift surfing themselves and then they would end up getting hurt. If they got hurt 
doing the things Ben does it is their fault not Bens. In every Beno video Ben states 
in the description that the viewer should not copy what Beno is doing in the video 
and if they do so and get hurt Beno can not be held responsible.



BEN’S 
YOUTUBE 
CHANNEL 
COULD BE 

GONE IF WE 
SIT BACK AND 
DO NOTHING

IMPORTANT



Elevation Magazine Cunts
(Ish buckingham)

Ish buckingham ish a stubborn cunt who likes to use 
his magazine to ruin the lives of the people he 
doesn't like. He thinks he is so powerful and thinks 
he can get people to report ben’s channel.

Please could everyone spread the word about Ish 
Buckingham’s unacceptable behaviour.  Please 
create videos, blogs, and webpages.  We need to get 
it so when anyone searches for his name or the 
Elevation magazine they will see what he is really 
like.

CUNTS

A C
U
N
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HAVING FUN DOES NOT MEAN WE DO 
NOT KNOW WHAT WE ARE DOING

Oh look! My favourite, 
EMERGENCY STOP!

We like to have fun when 
making videos.  This does 
not mean we are being 
dangerous.  We know 
exactly what we are doing.  
Me and my friends know 
what is safe and what isn’t.  
It is nice to have fun 
sometimes.

LETS SURF THE 
COUNTERWEIGHT

I think my videos sometimes 
give of the impression that 
we are mental and are 
acting in a way that we will 
injure ourselves.  This could 
be no further from the truth.  
We fully risk assessed 
surfing the counterweight.  
We know how to do it safely.

Surfing the counterweight requires full trust in the person driving the lift.  Your safety is 
completely in their control.  I fully trust DISA, Billy, Josh, Cam, Jordan, Aaron and Adam.  
I know that they will do exactly as I say when on the counterweight.  When someone is 
on the counterweight it is not the time to joke or mess around.  The person on the 
counterweight must not be taken too high, they must not be taken lower than the lift, 
they must not be sent on a bumpy ride, and he lift must not be put onto normal.  With 
everything done safely, counterweight surfing can be done safely.  We knew what we 
were doing and we safely surfed it.  We were not being the slightest bit dangerous in 
any way.

In the random lift adventures it often looks like we are out of control.  This is not the 
slightest bit true.  We always do things in the safest way.  The videos are edited so that 
they are fun.  I will not tolerate the elevation magazine claiming that what we are doing 
is unsafe.  



Ben wins against LEIA’s illegal 
false copyright claim

The lift safety nutters at LEIA got very angry over Ben’s parody video of Liam loves 
lifts.  They sent an illegal false copyright claim to youtube.  This shows how 
unprofessional LEIA are.

I really don’t know how anyone can take LEIA seriously when they have so little 
understanding of the law.  You will probably be mistaken for not realising, but LEIA 
are the Lift and Escalator Industry Association.  This sounds a very profession title for a 
much of generic engineers who don’t know what they are doing.



What has Cam been 
up to this month?

Well, I have met with Ben twice this month! 

We did a 24hr challenge in the abandoned portion of Rugby Hospital which I can say was 
very scary but Ben will deny that! 

We then took the train to Birmingham and surfed lifts all day, sadly we didn’t find may 
interesting old lifts but we found a 3 meter a second old express lift in a hotel which was 
my fastest lift surf ever, otis had done a Mod on it but they hadn’t messed it up too much

We also surfed our way up to some abandoned office blocks on top of a car park which 
required lots of teamwork! Watch Benos youtube video for more info on that!

Me and Ben visited Northampton which was great because we found a car park with 6 old 
express lifts but they had windows in the doors and I hate surfing lifts with doors in so Ben 
did it without me. 

In the main shopping center Ben saw some glass lifts and when Ben sees a glass lift there 
is no going back Ben will really want to surf it so he did. I refused so I just stood on the 
outside until Ben had finished.



Surfing a glass lift in the middle of a 
shopping center

Surfing a glass lift in the middle of a shopping center is a crazy thing to do.  It is possible 
to do it without being caught but it is difficult.  The shopping center is very busy during 
the day.  There is very little risk of being seen on the lift as it goes a long way up and I 
had no intention of driving it down.  If the other lift had came up I could be seen.  The 
main risk was if anyone came outside the lift.  I would be trapped on top with a high 
chance of being caught.

To do this I came back late in the evening.  There was less people about.  All people 
were heading back to their cars, so there was low risk of trying to call the lift on the top 
floor.  I opened the lift, which takes U key, then jumped on top.  There was no time to 
verify which is a risk, but I was ready to grab a roller if things went wrong.

The lift had a long delay before moving on inspection.  At one point I thought I was stuck 
which was very scary.



What has Connor been 
up to this month?

I have been doing editing videos (if I was 
bothered, I’m very lazy), putting up my 80’s 
alarm panel, smashing phones, joining 
hangouts calls and lots more! I have gained 
quite a few subscribers on my channel (I’ve 
got 137 on my main channel as I’m typing 
this). I have wire my own audio system and 
stuff like that. I recently hit 5.2K total video 
views on YouTube.



What has Ben been up to this month?

A trip down Stabby Alley!
Stabby Alley is an alley in Ealing Broadway where loads of people have been 
stabbed!!!  Ben and Adam thought this is the best place to go exploring.  We 
managed to find some stairs up to the roofs of some shops

Advent calender FAIL

Advent was a massive fail for Ben.
Ben had to have IVs for 2 weeks and could 
not go out very much.  The advent series that 
he started to create could not be completed 
in time.  The video clips were put into a 
single video, this involved putting christmas 
trees on top lifts.

Random lift adventure 16

Ben and DISA get stuck in a messed 
up lift.  Denis safety breaks a glass 
gen2 right in front of everyone. Cam 
gets a bumpy inspection ride in a lift.  
And we safety bypass some platform 
lifts.  As always it is loads of fun



CLIMBING A MASSIVE CRANE!

It was a long climb to get 
up onto the crane.  It was 
very scary.

Once we got up the crane it 
was so amazing.  A great 
view and loads of large 
motors.

We were lucky we didn’t 
get caught!!!

This has to be one of the 
best thing that I have 
ever done.

Climbing cranes is totally 
amazing and I would love 
to do it again



Lets drive the crane!!!

It was so amazing 
actually being able 
to drive the crane.  
We made sure the 
power was on 
before we climbed 
it.  At the top is 
was amazingly 
easy to play with 
the controls and 
make it move!!!



Surfing possibly the oldest lift in the UK

This is a totally amazing lift surf.  It is an 1890s Waygood modernized 
in the 1910s by Waygood Otis, modernized in 1987 by generic.  The 
80s mod isn’t too bad.  They replaced the logic with a very simple PLC.  
The lift still feels completely original despite the mod.



Original sign from the 
1910s mod telling 
people how to use the 
Waygood Otis electric 
lift. 

Sadly the motor was 
replaced in the 1987 
mod, but at least it 
is still single speed 
and runs just like 
the lift is original.

The lift has awesome vintage lift tracks



Cheap flight adventure to Sofia in Bulgaria

Just £5 each way to Sofia
Just £5 each way to travel 1250 miles.  That is a very good deal.  In Sofia there is a 
metro, buses, trams, and trolley buses.

A nice selection of old lifts
Could not work out how to open the shaft 
doors so Ben used the half way climb out 
method to get on top, but discovered that 
there is no inspection control.

Not many lifts to surf

There were not many lifts in quiet 
places.  That ones that were quiet 
could not be opened.  In the end Ben 
took a massive risk and surfed a metro 
station lift

Look whats missing!



Metro was slow
The metro went 40mph max, but went 30mph 
most of the time.  The trains were new and 
were not as interesting as they could have 
been

Everything is cheap

Everything is extremely cheap in 
Bulgaria.  With the cheap flights it is 
worth going there just to do shopping.  
Sod the UK's january sales which have 
not much cheap that you want.  In 
bulgaria there is amazing value 
everywhere you go.

There is lots to do in Sofia.  Trams were a bit 
slow.  It was very cold and there was snow 
everywhere.  The trolleybuses were very fast.  
They are very old and have an amazing sound



24 hour challenge at Rugby Hospital

We surf the Express lift with original inspection control to get 
in the abandoned part of Rugby hospital.
When looking for the best place to sleep Jordan stuck a key in 
a keyswitch that set off an alarm.  
This was very scary, luckily Ben had the key to reset it.
In the night we heard someone walking around, we don’t know 
if this was on the abandoned floor below (scarily close to 
where we were), or if this was down in the in use part.  
CREEPY!



Old creepy lamp posts and signals
At the cement factory there are some very awesome creepy lamp posts and signals. 
These are all abandoned and old looking

Part 3 of the cement factory urbex will be 
uploaded very soon.  In part 3 we try turning on 
some of the machines.  It is very scary up the 
dusty cement tower.  All the power is on.  What 
will we get up to!



Sneaking into a bus graveyard
Amazingly the working buses have all been replaced but the abandoned buses can’t 
be moved and the owner can’t be asked to remove them.

LETS GO BUS SURFING!!!!

Where does the dumb waiter go to?



Stuck in a brand new 
lift for 1 hour and 30 

minutes!
So in Rugby there are 3 crap hydraulic lifts which are currently being replaced sadly by 
crap generic (Probably thanks to Ish Buckingham) Oh well. 

I went in the lift with 2 of my friends and we safety broke it on the way down it stopped 
then restarted. Then about 20 minutes later we saftey broke on the way up this is where 
everything went wrong! The lift came grinding to a halt, we thought it would start up again 
but oh no it wouldn’t budge! So we pressed the alarm and then it called the security and 
they said “We will try to get you out as fast as we can” So I was hopeful that they would 
just do a inspection reset, but they had absolutely so idea what they were doing. So an 
hour later they came back on the intercom and said “Sorry we can’t get you out at this 
moment we have had to call the lift engineer” Luckily the lift engineer arrived quickly and 
he just did an inspection reset we get us out. The town center didn’t even offer to buy us a 
drink or anything they just told us they were sorry and it wouldn’t happen again. 

We will see about that Rugby Town!



What has Louis_J been 
up to this month

Making Cinema 4D lift button panel renders!

These do not represent a specific 
model of button panel, these are just 

a random model I made out of 
boredom.



What has James been 
up to this month?

HAPPY NEW 
YEAR!!James yelled down 

his megaphone, 
HAPPY NEW 
YEAR, at midnight 
on new year's eve.

James dressed up 
as an ogre and 
followed unicorn guy 
and pink horsey to 
the mythical 
creature convention 
to give them a pack 
of myth treats - the 
most delicious treats 
made out of 
mythical moobit poo 
(a moobit is a cow 
cross bred with a 
rabbit)



Allders in Croydon URBEX
Allders is a massive shop in Croydon.  A lot of it is now abandoned



LiftSurfingGermany’s page

Hello I am LiftSurfingGermany I am nice and friendly.

Ish Buckingham is a very big bastard with his shit magazine to 
take down Beno’s channel.
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Look at him he is so ugly i 
would do Suicide 



    
Rafe’s trainspotting section

Hi there i'm a trainspotter i being trainspotting   at York and liverpool lime street 
and hull paragon interchange  and ive traveling 
On a class 185 diesel unit its goes 100 miles per hour and i traveled on a class 
158 arriva northern diesel unit  and my game to do more trainspotting sound 
the trains  horns 
 
 

    
What has Harry been up to this month?

This month i have been to the q-park and checking the progress of 
the brand new 4th gen ecodisc!
I recently got  a new laptop so i can do more editing!
Thanks for reading my section! 
Next time there will be more content and stuff from me
bye!



What has crazy guy 
been up to?

Crazy guy bought some 
sandals to go with his 
shitty socks after chasing 
Ben and DISA out of his 
building before they got 
the chance to surf the lift.

What has Cunty McCunt 
been up to?

Multiple Cunty McCunts have tried to catch the lift surfers but all 
have failed.  There is nothing that they can do to stop us as we 
always surf quickly and leave before we get caught.  We NEVER 
break any laws.  We always leave lifts exactly as we found them, 
so there is nothing that Cunty can accuse us of.

The original Cunty McCunt is probably still raging about how Ben 
and Dennis dared to surf his lift.  I know he checks Ben’s youtube 
all the time.  He is probably reading this magazine, so hello Cunty, 
have a nice day!



What has PinkHorsey 
been up to?

What has Sumosoftinc 
been up to?

Sumosoftinc, who previously been told that he can no longer participate in sumo 
wrestling competitions and decided to start a career filming lifts.  He has 
completely regretted this decision and is now trying to start sumo wrestling again.  
The problem is that he has lost too much weight.  He is on a strick diet on 5 big 
macs per day until he is fat enough to start sumo wrestling again.

Unicorn guy and 
pink horsey got in an 
argument about 
which shade of pink 
was best. This 
ended in unicorn guy 
pushing pink horsey 
down a hill!



The best lifts 
of this month!



The worst lifts of this month!



BEST SHOES OF THE 
MONTH

BEN’S 20 YEAR 
OLD NEON NIKE 
TRAINERS

Unicorn guys unicorn shooz



WORST SHOES OF 
THE MONTH

BEN’S 20 YEAR 
OLD NEON NIKE 
TRAINERS



Please take a look at our 
wonderful sponsors page!

www.themoocowsociety.poohostingservices

THANK YOU!

ALSO SUBSCRIBE TO BATTYTEC VIDEOS ON YOUTUBE!

http://www.themoocowsociety.poohostingservices
http://www.themoocowsociety.poohostingservices


This month's magazine was 
brought to you by...



THE END


